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Spectral evolution equations are used to perform analytical and numerical studies of nonlinear
surface acoustic waves in the~001! plane of a variety of nonpiezoelectric cubic crystals. The basic
theory underlying the model equations is outlined, and quasilinear solutions of the equations are
presented. Expressions are also developed for a characteristic length scale for nonlinear distortion
and a nonlinearity coefficient. A time-domain equation corresponding to the spectral equations is
derived. Numerical calculations based on measured second- and third-order elastic constants taken
from the literature are performed to predict the evolution of initially monofrequency surface waves.
Nonlinearity matrix elements that indicate the coupling strength of harmonic interactions are shown
to provide a useful tool for characterizing waveform distortion. The formation of compression or
rarefaction shocks can be strongly dependent on the direction of propagation, and harmonic
generation is suppressed or increased in certain directions. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1455023#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unlike the theory for nonlinear Rayleigh waves in is
tropic media, the theory for nonlinear surface acoustic wa
~SAWs! in crystalline media predicts a wide diversity of e
fects that depend on the elastic and symmetry paramete
the materials, orientation of the surface cut with respec
the crystalline axes, and direction of propagation. Simu
tions based on numerical solution of spectral evolution eq
tions introduced by Hamilton, Il’inskii, and Zabolotskaya1

are presented for eight different crystals~KCl, NaCl, SrF2 ,
BaF2 , Si, Ge, Ni, Cu! over a full range of propagation direc
tions in the ~001! surface cut~results for additional cubic
crystalline materials and symmetries are presen
elsewhere2!. The nonlinearity matrix used to describe ha
monic interactions generally has complex-valued eleme
with nonuniform phase for an arbitrary surface cut. Howev
because of the symmetries in the~001! surface cut of cubic
crystals, the nonlinearity matrix for this plane can always
written in a real-valued form, similar to that for the case
nonlinear Rayleigh waves. While the qualitative nature of
waveform distortion of surface waves in the~001! plane is
similar to that of nonlinear Rayleigh waves in some cas
the simulations show that the distortion may depend stron
on the direction of propagation. For example, compress
shocks may form in some directions but rarefaction shock
others. In addition, there exist particular directions where
distortion differs completely from nonlinear Rayleigh wav
because of suppression or enhancement of generation o
or more harmonics. Measurements in crystalline silicon c
roborate several of the predicted results.3

While extensive work has been performed to investig
nonlinear surface waves,4,5 most of it has been limited to

a!Current address: National Institute of Standards and Technology,
Broadway, Mail Stop 853, Boulder, CO 80305-3328. Electronic m
kumon@mailaps.org
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isotropic media. Researchers first began to develop theo
to predict the propagation of nonlinear SAWs in nonpiez
electric crystals in the mid-1980s. Planat6 developed a theory
for an elastic solid with general anisotropy based on a m
tiple scales approach but presented results for only a lim
number of harmonics. Another multiple scales theory w
general anisotropy by Lardner7 was employed by Lardne
and Tupholme8 to investigate the properties of nonlinear su
face waves in cubic crystals, but the reported results w
limited to propagation along a crystalline axis in a plane
symmetry. Results were provided as tables of coefficie
describing the growth and decay rates of the fundamen
second, and third harmonics for 35 cubic crystals or crys
line alloys, as well as for the first three harmonic propagat
curves for the specific case of magnesium oxide. Indep
dently, Parker9 developed a theory for nonpiezoelectric, a
isotropic media that avoids some of the complications a
limitations of the multiple scales approach by introducing
reference frame moving at the linear wave speed to de
spectral evolution equations. Results were given only
terms of waveforms for an isotropic solid~although numeri-
cal results were later presented for a piezoelectric crysta10!.

During the mid-1990s, Hamiltonet al.1,11 extended the
isotropic theory of Zabolotskaya for nonlinear Rayleig
waves12,13to include nonpiezoelectric, anisotropic media a
presented results for potassium chloride in selected prop
tion directions. Piezoelectric effects were subsequently
cluded in this theory.14 Gusevet al.15 also developed a theor
for nonlinear SAWs in anisotropic media, but numerical c
culations demonstrating their results have not been repor
Their evolution equations are given in the time domain a
differ from those of Parker9 and Hamiltonet al.1 Further
discussion of the approach used by Gusevet al.15 is provided
by Meeganet al.16

In recent experiments, very-high-amplitude SAW
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~strains up to 0.01! have been generated photoelastically
fused quartz,17–19 polycrystalline aluminum and copper,20

and crystalline silicon17,21 via pulsed laser excitation. Calcu
lations based on the theories of Zabolotskaya12 for isotropic
media and Hamiltonet al.1 for crystals agree well with the
measured results.3,22,23

II. NONLINEAR THEORY

A. Model equations

A plane surface wave is assumed to propagate in thx
direction in an anisotropic half-spacez<0 ~see Fig. 1!. The
velocity components of the surface wave are taken to h
the form

v j~x,z,t!5 (
n51

`

vn~x!un j~z!e2 invt1c.c., ~1!

wherej 5x,y,z is the coordinate index,v is the fundamenta
angular frequency in the expansion,t5t2x/c is the retarded
time, andc is the linear wave speed in the direction of prop
gation. The depth dependence is given by the functions

un j~z!5(
s51

3

b j
~s!einkzsz, ~2!

where zs and b j
(s) are computed from the eigenvalues a

eigenvectors, respectively, of the linear boundary value pr
lem corresponding to the stress-free surface,24 andk5v/c is
the fundamental wave number. The coupled spectral ev
tion equations for the slowly varying amplitudesvn(x) are
given by1

dvn

dx
1anvn5

n2v

2rc4 S (
m51

n21

Sm,n2mvmvn2m

22 (
m5n11

`

Sn,m2n* vmvm2n* D , ~3!

wherean is the absorption coefficient for thenth harmonic,
r is the density, andSlm is the nonlinearity matrix. Equation
~3! are written in terms of Lagrangian coordinates, an

FIG. 1. Coordinate system for plane surface wave propagation. Note tha
positivez axis points out of the crystal.
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proach which is convenient for describing the surface bou
ary conditions. The nonlinearity matrix is given by

Slm5 (
s1 ,s2 ,s351

3 Fs1s2s3

l zs1
1mzs2

2~ l 1m!zs3
*

, ~4!

where

Fs1s2s3
5 1

2di jklmn8 b i
~s1!bk

~s2!
@bm

~s3!
#* l j

~s1!l l
~s2!

@ l n
~s3!

#* , ~5!

di jklmn8 5di jklmn1ci j ln dkm1cjnkld im1cjlmnd ik , ~6!

l(s)5(1,0,zs), andci jkl anddi jklmn are the second-and third
order elastic constants transformed to the chosen refer
frame. ~Elastic constants are typically listed with respect
the coordinate system defined by the crystalline axes.!

The following source conditions are assumed atx50:

v15v0 , vn.150, ~7!

wherev0 is taken to be a real-valued characteristic amp
tude. Substitution of Eqs.~7! into ~1! and ~2! yields the fol-
lowing source velocity components at the surface:

v j~0,0,t !52v0uBj u cos~vt2f j !, ~8!

where

Bj5uBj ueif j5(
s51

3

b j
~s! . ~9!

Note that only the relative phases ofBj are determined by
the theory1—the absolute phases may be chosen as is co
nient. While all simulations considered in this paper are fo
sinusoidal source, any source spectrum can be employed
Fourier decomposition. For the simulations shown here,
absolute phases are chosen such thatB1 lies along the nega-
tive imaginary axis. In the limit of an isotropic solid we ma
choosevy50, and Eqs.~8! reduce to

vx~0,0,t !522v0uB1usinvt,
~10!

vz~0,0,t !52v0uB3ucosvt.

B. Second harmonic and nonlinearity coefficient

To gain insight into the nature of the lowest-order ha
monic generation, consider Eqs.~3! with ` in the second
summation replaced by 2:

dv1

dx
1a1v150,

dv2

dx
1a2v25

2S11v

rc4 v1
2, ~11!

and the corresponding solutions satisfying Eqs.~7!:

v15v0e2a1x, v25
2S11vv0

2

rc4 S e22a1x2e2a2x

a222a1
D . ~12!

Note that S11 is generally complex-valued, and thu
S11/uS11u5eic11 with 0<c11<2p. In the limit of no absorp-
tion Eqs.~12! reduce to

v1 /v051, v2 /v05~2S11vv0
2/rc4!x. ~13!

The similarity of Eqs.~13! with the corresponding solu
tions for sound waves in lossless fluids makes it possible
propose an estimate of the shock formation distance. Lex̄f

he
2061nd M. F. Hamilton: Directional dependence of nonlinear SAWs
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be the shock formation distance for a finite-amplitude sou
wave radiated at angular frequencyv and velocity amplitude
v0 in a lossless fluid. The quasilinear solution for the seco
harmonic component is25 uv2u/v05x/2x̄f . Comparison with
Eqs.~13! shows that an estimate of the shock formation d
tancex0 for the SAW is thus

x05
rc4

4uS11uvv0
, ~14!

which depends on the third-order elastic constants via
nonlinearity matrix elementS11.

Equation~14! can be somewhat problematic when a
plied to crystalline media. Harmonic generation may oc
while shock formation does not, and therefore the charac
istic distance given by Eq.~14! loses meaning in those case
For example,1 near the^100& direction in the~001! cut of
KCl, the transfer of energy from the fundamental to high
harmonics is so weak that shocks never form~see Sec.
III B 3 !. Despite the fact that Eq.~14! is not applicable in all
cases, it does provide at least a first-order estimate of
shock formation distance in many cases of interest and
still be useful in this respect.

An expression for a nonlinearity coefficient similar
that of fluids may also be derived. For a finite-amplitu
wave radiated at angular frequencyv and velocity amplitude
v0 propagating in such a medium, the shock formation d
tancex̄f is related25 to the coefficient of nonlinearityb f by
x̄f5c2/ub f uv0v. From Eq.~14!, a comparable SAW nonlin
earity coefficient is

b524S11/rc2. ~15!

In general,b is complex-valued, although cases do ex
where it is strictly real-valued. The negative sign is intr
duced in Eq.~15! so that the sign of the nonlinearity coeffi
cient is consistent with the corresponding theory for isotro
media.26

C. Time-domain evolution equation

As for isotropic solids,12 a time-domain equation for th
evolution of nonlinear SAWs on the surface of crystalsz
50) may be derived from the frequency-domain evoluti
equations, Eqs.~3!, without the absorption term. Equation
~3! may be rewritten with the summation on the right si
performed over all indices, both positive and negative:

dvn

dx
5

n2v

2rc4 (
l 1m5n

lm

u lmu
Slmv lvm . ~16!

From Eqs.~1! at z50 we have

v j~x,t!5(
n

vn j~x!e2 invt, ~17!

wherevn j5vn(x)uBj ueif j sgnn. The spectral component wit
n50 is zero because the bulk of the solid is assumed to b
rest. Following the approach for isotropic media,27 it can be
shown that
2062 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 R. E. K
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L~f j ,t2t8,t2t9!

3v j~x,t8!v j~x,t9! dt8 dt9, ~18!

where T52p/v and C521/2rc2uBj u. The kernel of the
integral is

L~f j ,t8,t9!5(
l ,m

Plm~f j !Qlm~f j !Slme2 i l vt8e2 imvt9,

~19!

where

Plm~f j !5 i ~ l 1m!eif j sgn~ l 1m!, ~20a!

Qlm~f j !52sgn~ lm!e2 if j sgnle2 if j sgnm. ~20b!

As mentioned in Sec. II A, linear theory determines only t
relative phases of theBj . Without loss of generality, choos
the absolute phase of one velocity componentv j 0

~i.e., setj
equal to a specific index we shall callj 0! to be a negative
imaginary number so that the result corresponds to the ph
convention used previously in the theory for isotrop
media.12 Under this condition, the kernel can be shown2 to
reduce to

L~f j 0
52p/2,t8,t9!5(

l ,m
u l 1muSlme2 ivt8e2 imvt9.

~21!

Other velocity components~for which j Þk! may be ob-
tained from integral transforms of thev j (x,t) component.
From Eqs.~17!, it follows that thenth spectral amplitudes o
the j th andkth velocity components are related by

vnk~x!5 H ~Bk /Bj !vn j~x! for n.0,
~Bk* /Bj* !vn j~x! for n,0, ~ j Þk!. ~22!

Equations~22! imply that the velocity waveform componen
in the xj andxk directions are related by15

vk~x,t!5Re~Bk /Bj !v j~x,t!2Im~Bk /Bj !H@v j~x,t!#, ~23!

where

H@ f ~t!#5
1

p
PrE

2`

` f ~t8!

t82t
dt8 ~24!

defines the Hilbert transform, and Pr indicates the Cau
principal value of the integral.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The focus of this article is the propagation of nonline
surface waves in cubic crystals. Cubic crystals are chosen
because of any limitation of the underlying theory@Eqs.~1!–
~6! apply for arbitrary anisotropy#, but because they exhibi
the simplest types of fully three-dimensional anisotropy, a
there is considerable experimental data available for th
material properties, especially higher-order elastic consta
Eight nonpiezoelectric crystals were chosen for study to p
vide a variety of anisotropy ratios.
umon and M. F. Hamilton: Directional dependence of nonlinear SAWs
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A. Linear effects

The variation of the linear wave speed as a function
angle may be characterized by the anisotropy ratio24

h5
2c66

c112c12
, ~25!

wherec665c44 for cubic symmetry. This definition is con
structed such thath51 for an isotropic material. The SAW
speeds for many materials group conveniently by anisotr
ratio. A larger anisotropy ratio implies a slower SAW spe
relative to the fast transverse bulk wave speed. Becaus
this grouping, selected materials can be shown to be cha
teristic of many others.24

Figure 2 shows the SAW speed of selected materials
function of propagation direction. These curves were co
puted using density data from review articles by Pieset al.28

and Eckerlinet al.,29 and second-order elastic constant d

FIG. 2. Dependence of SAW speed on direction of propagation in the~001!
plane for selected materials. The SAW speed of each material is mea
relative tocref5(c44 /r)1/2, and the angleu gives the direction of the wave
vector relative tô 001&. Because of the symmetries of this cut, the wa
speeds are symmetric aboutu545° and periodic everyDu590°.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 R. E. Kumon a
f
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from a review article by Hearmon.30 The direction of propa-
gation is measured by angleu from ^100&, and the wave
speed for each material is scaled bycref5(c44/r)1/2 for that
material. For the~001! surface cut,cref is also the speed o
the fast transverse bulk wave, which is constant for all dir
tions in this plane. Because the normal to the~001! plane is
a fourfold symmetry axis, the SAW speed is periodic eve
Du590°. In addition, thê 110& direction is a twofold sym-
metry axis, and therefore the SAW speed is symmetric ab
that direction~u545° in Fig. 2!. In most cases~and for all
cases shown here! the speeds group by anisotropy ratio, wi
materials possessing lower anisotropy ratios having hig
relative SAW speeds. Materials withh'1 are nearly isotro-
pic and hence have nearly constant SAW speed for all di
tions.

For all materials, the directionu50° is a pure mode, and
the particle trajectories are confined to the sagittal pla
Some materials have additional pure modes in other di
tions, but in these cases the SAW often has a transv
component~e.g., Ni, Cu, Si, Ge!. In some materials, the
SAW speed approaches the transverse bulk wave spee
the direction approachesu545°.24 This effect is the source o
the dip in the SAW speeds of Ni, Cu, Si, and Ge observed
Fig. 2. The SAW becomes a shear horizontal bulk wave
u545°, and the degeneracy gives rise to a pseudosur
wave mode in the same direction. Because the nonlin
theory described above does not apply to pseudosur
waves, modes propagating in these directions are not con
ered further.

All of the aforementioned effects pertain to line
SAWs; they are mentioned here primarily to provide a co
text for the nonlinear effects discussed next.

B. Nonlinear effects

It is convenient to introduce the dimensionless quantit

Vn5vn /v0 , X5x/x0 , An5anx0 , ~26!

wherev0 is a characteristic velocity of the SAW andx0 is
given by Eq.~14!. Equation~3! becomes

dVn

dX
1AnVn5

n2

8uS11u
S (

m51

n21

Sm,n2mVmVn2m

22 (
m5n11

N

Sn,m2n* VmVm2n* D , ~27!

whereN is the number of harmonics retained in the calcu
tion. The boundary conditions corresponding to Eq.~7! are

V151, Vn.150. ~28!

It also proves useful to define the dimensionless nonlinea
matrix

Ŝlm52Slm /c44. ~29!

The negative sign is introduced to be consistent in sign w
the nonlinearity matrix elementsRlm used for nonlinear Ray-
leigh waves.31 In all cases, the figures throughout this artic
report matrix elements defined by Eq.~29!. Because the

red
2063nd M. F. Hamilton: Directional dependence of nonlinear SAWs
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~001! surface is a plane of mirror symmetry, the nonlinear
matrix coefficients are all real-valued.

1. General study

Figure 3 shows plots of the nonlinearity matrix elemen
for a variety of crystals. Each graph plotsŜ11 ~solid!, Ŝ12

~long-dashed!, and Ŝ13 ~short-dashed! over the range of di-

FIG. 3. Dependence of nonlinearity matrix elements on direction of pro
gation in the~001! plane in selected materials. The solid, long-dashed, a

short-dashed lines correspond toŜ11 , Ŝ12 , andŜ13 , respectively.
2064 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 R. E. K
s

rectionsu50° to u545°. While plotting only three element
of the nonlinearity matrix certainly does not provide a fu
description of the nonlinear properties of the SAW, it c
give a good idea of the evolution in many cases, as sho
later. Moreover, the leading order terms in perturbation so
tions for second, third, and fourth harmonic generation
proportional toŜ11, Ŝ12, andŜ13, respectively.

Four groups of crystals are shown in Fig. 3, with tw
different materials of similar structure in each group. T
materials are ordered by increasing anisotropy ratio from
to bottom within each column~recall Fig. 2!. The densities
and second-order elastic constants used to construct F
are the same as in Fig. 2, and the third-order elastic const
are listed in Table I.32–36

The first column of Fig. 3 shows the nonlinearity matr
elements for materials withh less than or approximately
equal to unity: KCl, NaCl, SrF2 , BaF2 ~h50.373, 0.705,
0.803, 1.02, respectively!. The second column shows th
nonlinearity matrix elements for materials withh greater
than unity: Si, Ge, Ni, Cu~h51.57, 1.66, 2.60, 3.20, respec
tively!. Note that atu545°, where the SAW and shear mod
converge,uŜlmu→0 in these materials. Si and KCl are chos
for investigation in detail in Secs. III B 2 and III B 3, respe
tively, because they provide examples of the different kin
of waveform distortion exhibited by nonlinear SAWs in th
~001! plane.

2. Detailed study of silicon

Figure 4~expanded from Fig. 3! shows the plot ofŜlm

for Si divided into three regions. The small circles on t
curves correspond to the anglesu50°, 26°, and 35° dis-
cussed in detail below. In region I~0°<u<20.8°! the nonlin-
earity is negative (Ŝlm,0). As is shown below, this mean
that positive segments of the longitudinal particle veloc
waveform steepen backward in space, and negative segm
steepen forward~i.e., opposite to what a sound wave does
a fluid!. In region II ~20.8°,u,32.3°! the nonlinearity is
positive (Ŝlm.0), with waveform distortion the reverse o
the first region. In region III~32.3°,u<45°! the nonlinearity
is again negative, although relatively weak. Observe that
linear wave speed varies by approximately 2%~see Fig. 2!
over the angular range shown, whereas the changes in
nonlinearity matrix elements are of order unity. Hence n
only do the nonlinear matrix elements change sign~with dis-
tinctly different waveform evolution as a result!, but they
also vary more widely in magnitude.

-
d

given
TABLE I. Third-order elastic~TOE! constants for selected nonpiezoelectric crystals. The constants are
relative to the reference frame defined by the crystalline axes in Voigt’s notation with units of GPa.

Material d111 d112 d123 d144 d155 d156 Source

KCl 2726 224 111 123 226 116 Drabbleet al. ~Ref. 32!
NaCl 2843 250 146 129 260 126 Drabbleet al. ~Ref. 32!
SrF2 2821 2309 2181 295.1 2175 242.1 Alterovitzet al. ~Ref. 33!
BaF2 2584 2299 2206 2121 288.9 227.1 Gerlich~Ref. 34!
Si 2825 2451 264 112 2310 264 McSkiminet al. ~Ref. 35!
Ge 2710 2389 218 223 2292 253 McSkiminet al. ~Ref. 35!
Ni 22032 21043 2220 2138 2910 170 Salamaet al. ~Ref. 36!
Cu 21390 2778 2181 2140 2648 216 Salamaet al. ~Ref. 36!
umon and M. F. Hamilton: Directional dependence of nonlinear SAWs
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Observe that the weakening in the third region is co
cident with the gradual convergence of the SAW mode a
transverse bulk mode into a shear horizontal bulk wave
seen from the wave speed plot in Fig. 2. Addition
calculations2 indicate that an increasing amount of ener
moves away from the surface and into the bulk of the so
as theu545° direction is approached. As a result, it becom
increasingly difficult to create the surface amplitudes nec
sary to observe nonlinear effects in this SAW mode.~There
does, however, exist a pseudosurface wave mode at a h
wave speed,24 and it is this mode which is often excite
experimentally in this region.!

Finally, Fig. 4 indicates thatŜ11, Ŝ12, and Ŝ13 pass
through zero nearu.20.8° andu.32.3°. Additional calcula-
tions show that while all matrix elements do not go throu
zero at the same angle, all significant elements are clos
zero at these angles. Hence propagation is expected t
nearly linear in both these directions even for finit
amplitude waves. Because harmonic generation is s
pressed, shocks do not form, or they form only over v
large distances.

To investigate the effects of the sign and magnitude
Ŝlm on the velocity waveforms, simulations were perform
by solving the system given by Eqs.~27! for the monofre-
quency source condition given in Eq.~28!. The equations
were integrated numerically using a fourth-order Run
Kutta routine withN5200 harmonics~i.e., 1,n,N, with
V2n5Vn* !. The nondimensional distanceX5x/x051 corre-
sponds to approximately one shock formation distance.
absorption coefficients were chosen by assuming class
absorption due to viscosity and heat conduction, for wh
the quadratic frequency dependenceAn5n2A1 is obtained.
The absorption for the fundamental was selected to beA1

5a1x050.025 to make the absorption length much larg

FIG. 4. Nonlinearity matrix elementsŜ11 , Ŝ12 , Ŝ13 for Si in the~001! plane
as a function of direction. Because of the symmetries of this cut, the m
elements are symmetric aboutu545° and periodic everyDu590°. The
circled directions are discussed in detail in the text.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 R. E. Kumon a
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than the shock formation distance. The effect of the abso
tion is then weak in comparison to that of the nonlineari
and its primary influence is on the rise time of the sho
Once the spectra were generated, the waveforms were re
structed using Eq.~1!.

Figure 5 displays the simulation results for one directi
in each region of Fig. 3. Each row shows waveform evo
tion in the direction specified by the angle listed in that ro
The columns from left to right give the longitudinal, tran
verse, and vertical components of the velocity, respectiv
In each direction, the waveforms are normalized such t
uVxu21uVyu21uVzu251 at X50, and hence the magnitude
for different directions should not be compared. Each gra
of the velocity components contains waveforms atX50
~short-dashed!, X51 ~long-dashed!, andX52 ~solid! in the
retarded time frame, i.e., a frame moving at the linear SA
speed.

u50°: This direction is in region I of Fig. 4, where th

nonlinearity elementsŜ11, Ŝ12, and Ŝ13 are negative. As
mentioned previously, the longitudinal velocity wavefor
exhibits distortion with the peak receding and the trou
advancing, opposite to that of a sound wave in a fluid.
addition, the longitudinal waveform exhibits the cuspin
near the shock front that is characteristic of SAWs. The v
tical velocity waveform also exhibits the cusped peak see
Rayleigh waves. In fact, SAWs in this direction are cons
ered to be ‘‘Rayleigh-type’’ waves, as defined by Farnell24

for the following three reasons. First, due to the symmetr
in this direction,B250, and the motion is thus confined t
the sagittal plane. Second, this is a pure mode direction.~Ex-
perimentally, pure mode directions are often preferred o
other directions because it is typically easier to make m
surements when the power flow is in the same direction
the wave vector.! Third, the principal axis of the surfac
particle trajectory is perpendicular to the free surface due
the 90° phase difference betweenB1 and B3 . Thus, except
for the fact that the amplitudes of the particle velocities
not decay purely exponentially into the solid, propagation
this direction is quite similar to the propagation of nonline
Rayleigh waves in isotropic materials with negative nonl
earity coefficients~e.g., fused quartz22!.

u526°: This direction is in region II of Fig. 4, and it is
the only direction in this region where there is a pure mo

Ŝ11, Ŝ12, andŜ13 are positive, and the longitudinal velocit
waveform exhibits distortion with the peak of the wave a
vancing and the trough receding, opposite that in region
Accordingly, the vertical velocity forms a cusped peak in t
positive direction. Note that the horizontal scale has be
shifted over byp rad in these waveforms, as compared to t
u50° case.

u535°: Here, and throughout region III of Fig. 4,Ŝ11,

Ŝ12, andŜ13 are again negative, and the waveform distorts
in the u50° case.~Note that the horizontal scale has be
shifted over by2p rad, as compared to theu526° case, so
as to be the same as in theu50° case.! This direction is not
a pure mode, but it is the direction where the nonlinearity h
the largest magnitude in this region. Even so, the magnit

ix
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FIG. 5. Velocity waveforms in selected directions of propagation in the~001! plane of Si. The velocity components are normalized such that the in
amplitude satisfiesuVxu21uVyu21uVzu251 in each propagation direction. The short-dashed, long-dashed, and solid lines correspond to propagation at
X50, X51, andX52, respectively.
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of the nonlinearity is significantly weaker here than atu50°,
with S11(35°)/S11(0°).0.14.

The simulations for Si presented above demonstrate b
that the SAW nonlinearity varies significantly in magnitu
and direction throughout the~001! cut, and that the nonlin-
earity matrix elements provide a map which can characte
the nature of the waveform distortion. Additional types
waveform distortion not exhibited in Si are shown in Se
III B 3.

3. Detailed study of potassium chloride

The nonlinearity matrix elementsŜ11, Ŝ12, and Ŝ13 for
KCl are shown in Fig. 6 over the range 0°,u,10° ~ex-
panded in part from Fig. 3!. The small circles on the curve
correspond to the anglesu50°, 3.2°, and 10°, which are
discussed in detail later in this work. As compared to
nonlinearity matrix elements for Si, the matrix elements
KCl are quantitatively and qualitatively different. Atu50°,
Ŝ11 and Ŝ12 are positive whileŜ13 is negative. As the angle
2066 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 R. E. K
th

e
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e
r

from ^100& increases,Ŝ12 passes through zero aroun

u53.2°, and then finallyŜ11 passes through zero aroun
u55.2°. The propagation atu55.2° is similar to that for
u520.8° andu532.3° in Si, i.e., little harmonic generatio

occurs. At larger angles, the matrix elementsŜ11, Ŝ12, and

Ŝ13 are negative although, unlike Si, here the magnitude

Ŝ11 is less than the magnitudes ofŜ12 and Ŝ13. Also unlike
Si, the SAW modes do not converge with the transverse b
mode atu545°. Finally, here the percentage variation in t
nonlinearity matrix elements as a function of angle ag
exceeds the corresponding variations in wave speed~com-
pare with Fig. 2!.

Figure 7 shows three additional types of velocity wav
form distortion. Figure 7 has the same format as Fig. 5
cept that the third and fourth columns show, respectively,
spectra at the locations corresponding to the waveforms,
the harmonic propagation curves for the first five harmon
Also, theVy waveforms are omitted because they are eit
zero or similar to theVx waveforms.
umon and M. F. Hamilton: Directional dependence of nonlinear SAWs
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FIG. 6. Nonlinearity matrix elementsŜ11 , Ŝ12 , Ŝ13 for KCl in the ~001!
plane as a function of direction. Because of the symmetries of this cut
matrix elements are symmetric aboutu545° and periodic every 90°. The
circled directions are discussed in detail in the text.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 R. E. Kumon a
u50°: In this direction,Ŝ11 and Ŝ12 are positive, and
Ŝ13.27.031024 is negative but close to zero and small
than Ŝ11 and Ŝ12 in magnitude (uŜ13u/uŜ11u.0.14,
uŜ13u/uŜ12u.0.42). The matrix elementŜ13 indicates the cou-
pling strength between the fundamental and third harmo
to generate the fourth harmonic. Energy that is transferre
the third harmonic from lower harmonics is therefore not
easily transferred to the fourth harmonic. The third harmo
~short-dashed! curve exceeds the second harmonic~long-
dashed! in amplitude aroundX53, while the fourth har-
monic grows more slowly initially. Another consequence o
small value ofŜ13 is that shock formation does not occur. F
example, while the longitudinal waveform is distorting in
‘‘positive’’ way, with peaks advancing and troughs recedin
it has not yet formed a shock. Moreover, as seen in the
quency spectrum, relatively little energy is transferred to
higher spectral components as the wave propagates~contrast
with the spectrum in theu510° direction!. Additional calcu-
lations indicate that at distancesX.2 the longitudinal veloc-
ity waveform steepens more but never forms a shock. He
this is another direction at which shock suppression occ
In contrast with Si, however, the harmonic suppression
less severe and occurs for a harmonic higher than the sec

e

tial
lid lines
FIG. 7. Velocity waveforms in selected directions of propagation in the~001! plane of KCl. The velocity components are normalized such that ini
amplitude satisfiesuVxu21uVyu21uVzu251 in each propagation direction. In the velocity and spectrum plots, the short-dashed, long-dashed, and so
correspond to propagation at distancesX50, X51, andX52, respectively. The harmonic propagation curves plot the spectral amplitudesuV1u ~solid!, uV2u
~long-dashed!, uV3u, ~short-dashed!, uV4u ~dotted!, anduV5u ~dot-dashed! as a function of distance.
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Finally, this is a pure mode direction, and it may be am
nable to measurement.

u53.2°: HereŜ11 is positive,Ŝ12.2431026 is close to

zero, andŜ13 is negative. In additionŜ12 is much smaller

than Ŝ11 in magnitude (uŜ12u/uŜ11u.1.531023). The matrix

elementŜ12 indicates the coupling strength between the fu
damental and second harmonic associated with generatio

the third harmonic. The result of the small value ofŜ12 is
highly efficient energy transfer from the fundamental to t
second harmonic~because the transfer from the second to
third harmonic is impeded!, which in turn causes rapidly
depleting energy from the fundamental~see the Appendix of
Ref. 1 for additional discussion!. The inefficient transfer of
energy out of the lowest harmonics leads to other unus
phenomena, including the amplitude of the third harmo
~short-dashed! exceeding the fundamental pastX55, and the
suppression of fourth harmonic~dotted! around the same lo
cation. The complicated interaction of the lowest harmon
is also reflected in the spectra, which exhibit many maxi
and minima and also show that relatively little energy
transferred to the higher spectral components. The wa
forms do not exhibit shock formation but do show som
higher frequency oscillations due to the atypical ene
transfer. Additional calculations show that at distancesX
.2 the waveform does not form a shock, and the hig
frequency oscillations grow in extent and magnitude. In su
mary, the simulations identify theu53.2° direction as an-
other direction of shock suppression, although with a s
different character than both of those described for Si or
the u50° case in KCl.

u510°: HereŜ11, Ŝ12, andŜ13 are negative but, unlike

for u50° andu535° in Si, here the magnitudeuŜ11u is less

than neighboring elements~e.g., uŜ11u/uŜ12u.0.84 and

uŜ11u/uŜ12u.0.68!. This inversion in the magnitudes of th
matrix elements causes energy to be transferred to the hi
harmonics more efficiently. In turn, this increased rate
energy transfer results in significantly sharper cusping in
waveforms. The harmonic propagation curves also sho
steeper decline in the amplitude of the fundamental an
steeper increase in the other harmonics. All directions 10°,u
,45° show this same type of distortion.

Before concluding this section, comments are in or
regarding the dependence of the aforementioned result
the choice of third-order elastic constant data. To evalu
the effects of using the same second-order elastic cons
but different third-order elastic constants, the nonlinea

matrix elementsŜ11, Ŝ12, andŜ13 corresponding to the dat
of Drabble and Strathen32 ~used in the KCl simulations
above! are plotted together with those of Chang37 in Fig. 8.
Both sets show the same general trend, but the location
the zero crossings occur for slightly smaller values ofu in
the Chang data. Because Hamiltonet al.1 used the Chang
data to perform their simulations for KCl, their paper sho
the kind of waveform distortion seen foru53.2° in this ar-
ticle at u50°. An examination of Chang’s paper shows th
only three of the six TOE constants were determined exp
mentally (d144, d155, d456) while the other elastic constan
2068 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2002 R. E. K
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(d111, d122, d123) were computed by assuming the Cauc
relations d1235d4565d144 and d1125d166. In contrast,
Drabble and Strathen measured all six constants and sho
that not all the Cauchy relations hold~see Table I!. ~Although
not shown here, a similar comparison2 was performed for the
Si case described in Sec. III B 2. The general trends rem
the same although the exact amplitude and zero cross
change by a small amount.! The lesson here is that the non
linearity matrix elements, and therefore the waveform dist
tion, can be rather sensitive to changes in the third-or
elastic constants. Therefore care should be exercised in m
ing detailed predictions at specific directions without acc
rate third-order elastic constants.

IV. SUMMARY

This article has investigated the properties of nonlin
SAWs in the ~001! plane of selected crystals. Si and KC
were chosen for detailed study. It is found that the nature
the nonlinearity is often very sensitive to changes in dir
tion, and the relative variations can be larger than those
curring in the linear wave speed. For most cases, plotting
first few nonlinearity matrix elements as a function of dire
tion can provide a guide to the nature of the nonlinear
fects. While particular directions of high symmetry exhib
harmonic generation and waveform distortion similar to Ra
leigh waves, several other effects have been identified. Th
include the existence of regions of positive and negative n
linearity within the same cut, several varieties of shock s
pression where the generation of particular harmonics is s
pressed and shock formation does not occur, and direct
in which harmonic generation is increased and energy
more efficiently transferred from the fundamental to high
harmonics. As a result of the last two effects, the sim
estimate of the shock formation given by Eq.~14! may not
be valid or accurate in some regions. The choice of differ

FIG. 8. Comparison of selected nonlinearity matrix elements calcula
from third-order elastic constant data of Drabble and Strathen~Ref. 32! and
Chang~Ref. 37! for propagation in the~001! plane of KCl. Second-order
elastic constant data are taken from Hearmon~Ref. 30! in both cases.
umon and M. F. Hamilton: Directional dependence of nonlinear SAWs
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experimental third-order elastic constants as input to
simulations is shown to affect the detailed predictions of
nonlinearity matrix elements in any given direction, but n
the general trends over the whole angular range.
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